Mini Sculpture Kit

In this kit you will find:

- Air dry sculpting clay
- Sculpting tools
- Aluminum foil
- Wire
- Paper plate
- Found objects*

*Use other found objects as sculpting tools, to create textures, to use as a base to cover in clay, or to create a mixed media sculpture!

One of The Beastlies by Leslie Levings
View more at beastlies.com

Examples:

- Use the wire and aluminum foil to create an armature. This is a framework to help your mini sculpture stay stable and will create filler (so you don’t have to use a lot of clay).

- Do not overwork the wire— it may snap if a section is bent back and forth too much!

- Use the paper plate as a work space.

- Make sure your work space and hands are clean.

- Plan your design ahead of time or create an impromptu creature!

- Add things like googly eyes, feathers, or beads for a mixed media sculpture!

- Leave your sculpture to air dry (do not bake like other types of modeling clay!)